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Chasing the Weakest System Model for
Implementing Ω and Consensus

Martin Hutle, Dahlia Malkhi, Ulrich Schmid, Lidong Zhou

Abstract—Aguilera et al. and Malkhi et al. presented two system models, which are weaker than all previously proposed models where
the eventual leader election oracle Ω can be implemented and thus also consensus can be solved. The former model assumes unicast
steps and at least one correct process with f outgoing eventually timely links, whereas the latter assumes broadcast steps and at
least one correct process with f bidirectional but moving eventually timely links. Consequently, those models are incomparable. In this
paper, we show that Ω can also be implemented in a system with at least one process with f outgoing moving eventually timely links,
assuming either unicast or broadcast steps. It seems to be the weakest system model that allows to solve consensus via Ω-based
algorithms known so far. We also provide matching lower bounds for the communication complexity of Ω in this model, which are based
on an interesting “stabilization property” of infinite runs. Those results reveal a fairly high price to be paid for this further relaxation of
synchrony properties.

Index Terms—Distributed Systems, Failure Detectors, Fault-tolerant Distributed Consensus, System Modeling, Partial Synchrony.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE chase for the weakest system model that allows
to solve consensus has long been an active branch

of research in distributed algorithms. To circumvent the
FLP impossibility in asynchronous systems [16], many
models in between synchrony and asynchrony [13] have
been proposed over the years: The Archimedean model
[28], the classic partially synchronous models [10], [14],
the semi-synchronous models [7], [25], the Θ-Model [19],
[29], the model of [24] and the FAR-Model [15].

Another recent branch of this research is the chase
[1], [4], [5], [6], [20], [21] for the weakest system model
that allows the implementation of the eventual leader
oracle failure detector Ω. For a system of n partially
synchronous [14] or semi-synchronous [25] processes
where at most f may crash, a suite of models with more
and more relaxed link synchrony assumptions has been
developed. In this setting, a link between two processes
is called timely at time t if a message sent at time t is
not received later than t+ δ. The bound δ can be known
or unknown. A link is called timely (resp. eventually
timely) if it is timely at all times t ≥ 0 (resp. t ≥ tGST ,
for some unknown time tGST ). A link is fair lossy, if, for
each class of messages, infinitely many messages are sent
over this link, infinitely many of them are received.

The following models have been proposed so far:
Stable Leader Election [4], denoted S↔n−1: At least one
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correct process must have n−1 eventually timely bidirec-
tional links with known delay bound δ (the other links
can be purely asynchronous). All links except the timely
ones are fair lossy. A message to at most one process can
be sent in a single computing step (unicast steps).

Aguilera et al. 2003 [1], denoted S→n−1: At least one cor-
rect process must have n− 1 eventually timely outgoing
links (�(n−1)-source) with unknown delay bound δ. All
links except the timely ones are fair lossy, and computing
steps are unicast.

Aguilera et al. 2004 [5], denoted S→f : At least one correct
process must have f eventually timely outgoing links
(�f -source) with unknown delay bound δ. All links
except the timely ones are fair lossy, and computing steps
are unicast.

Malkhi et al. [20], denoted S↔f∗: There must be at least
one correct process with links that eventually permit
a bounded-delay round-trip with at least f neighbors
(f -accessibility), at any time. The set of neighbors may
change over time (i.e., may be moving [26], [27]). All
links must be reliable and the delay bound δ must be
known (but the result can be extended to an unknown
bound and message loss). A message may be sent to all
processes in a single computing step (broadcast steps).

Note that Ω with stability properties can be built in
S↔n−1, and in S↔f∗ for certain values of f .

An orthogonal approach looks at the weakest failure
detector abstraction to uphold Ω and consensus. Limited
scope FDs [6], [11], [17], [21], [22], [23], [30] require only
f processes other than the leader to uphold the accuracy
requisite. Although not concerned with implementation,
it is clear that an x-accurate FD requires that at least one
correct process must have x eventually timely outgoing
links with unknown delay bound. Hence, these abstrac-
tions require S→f as well.
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We can summarize the differences between the exist-
ing models as follows:

Name �timely pattern link steps
S↔n−1 n− 1 — bidir. unicast
S→n−1 n− 1 — outgoing unicast
S→f f fixed outgoing unicast
S↔f∗ f moving bidir. bcast

In the sequel, let A ⊆ B denote the fact that model
B is weaker than model A w.r.t. inclusion of sets of
executions, such that every correct Ω implementation
for model B also works correctly in A. We obviously
have: S↔n−1 ⊆ S→n−1 ⊆ S→f . W.r.t. link synchrony, S↔f∗ is
also weaker than any of S↔n−1, S→n−1and S→f . However,
S↔f∗ requires bidirectional links and uses more powerful
computing steps, hence is stronger than any of S↔n−1,
S→n−1and S→f . As a consequence, S↔f∗ and the latter
models are incomparable.

From the above relations, it follows that S↔f∗ and
S→f are currently the weakest system models for im-
plementing Ω and hence consensus. One may wonder,
however, whether a system that is like S→f , except that
the timely links of the �f -source may be moving like in
S↔f∗, is strong enough for this problem? Stated in the
terminology of S↔f∗: Whether it is sufficient for the f
links that ensure �f -accessibility to be timely only in
the outgoing direction? This paper answers the above
question in the affirmative.

Detailed contributions:

1) We define a system model S→f∗, which can be
simulated in two models Sb→f∗ and Su→f∗ that are
weaker than S↔f∗ and S→f , respectively. All those
models require at least one correct process that is
a �moving-f -source: It must have timely outgoing
links with an unknown delay bound to a moving
set of f receivers at any time. We also provide
a simple Ω implementation for S→f∗, which hence
allows to implement Ω in Sb→f∗ and Su→f∗ as well.

2) We prove a lower bound, which shows that Ω(nf)
links must carry messages forever in any correct Ω
implementation for S→f∗.

3) We also give a communication-optimal Ω imple-
mentation for S→f∗ (for reliable links), where O(nf)
links carry messages forever.

4) We show that the above communication-optimal Ω
implementation for S→f∗ lets only n − 1 links carry
messages forever in the case where the �moving-f -
source eventually stabilizes to a non-moving �(n−
1)-source, as in [1].

5) We show that n − 1 links must carry messages
forever in any such Ω implementation.

2 SYSTEM MODEL S→f ∗
Since the models S→f and S↔f∗ are “structurally different”,
in the sense that they use different basic computing

steps, there is no single model that is weaker than both
S→f and S↔f∗ at the same time, in the sense of inclusion of
sets of executions. However, every algorithm that works
in a unicast model also works in a broadcast model (with
minor changes). Moreover, in the unicast model, it is
usually possible to simulate broadcast steps via multiple
unicast steps. Hence, we will start out from a model with
broadcast steps and derive a model with unicast steps
from it.

More specifically, the algorithms, correctness proofs
and lower bound results developed in this paper will
be based on a system model S→f∗, which assumes broad-
cast steps, at least one �moving-f -source, and reliable
links (see Section 2.3 for details). In order to prove our
claim that Ω can be implemented in models that are
weaker than S→f and S↔f∗, we will show that algorithms
designed for S→f∗ can be transformed to work also in
two additional models Su→f∗ ⊇ S→f and Sb→f∗ ⊇ S↔f∗. The
model Su→f∗ (see Section 2.2) assumes unicast steps and is
weaker than S→f , whereas Sb→f∗ (see Section 2.1) assumes
broadcast steps and is weaker than S↔f∗.

Using the notation that model B is weaker than A
w.r.t. simulation (A ⊆s B) when there is a simulation
that allows an algorithm for B to be run in A, we will
hence show that Su→f∗ ⊆s S→f∗ and Sb→f∗ ⊆s S→f∗. Although
of course Su→f∗ 6⊆ S→f∗ and Sb→f∗ 6⊆ S→f∗ w.r.t. set inclusion,
it is nevertheless true that any of our algorithms for S→f∗
in conjunction with the appropriate simulation leads to a
correct implementation of Ω in Su→f∗ resp. Sb→f∗ . Moreover,
all lower bound results for S→f∗ developed in this paper
will carry over to Su→f∗ and Sb→f∗ as well.

All our models assume a fully-connected network of n
processes Π, f of which may fail by crashing. Let C ⊆ Π
be the set of correct processes, i.e. processes that never
fail. Every process executes an algorithm consisting of
atomic computing steps. Like in [5], [14], we assume
that processes are partially synchronous, in the sense that
every non-crashed process takes at least one step every
Φ steps of the fastest process. The speed ratio bound Φ
is unknown to the algorithm. To make our models as
weak as possible, we do not assume real-time clocks as
in [5]1, but rather adopt the convention from [14] that
real-time is measured in multiples of the steps of the
fastest process. In particular, the (unknown) delay bound
δ is such that the fastest—and hence any—process can
take at most δ steps while a timely message is in transit.
Hence, we can use simple step-counting for timing out
messages.

2.1 Broadcast model Sb→f∗
In every step, a process may broadcast at most one
message to every other process in the system. If not
specified otherwise, links are fair lossy [5].

1. It it is easy to build our algorithms and proofs on real-time clocks
as well. However, since the source has to be at least partial synchronous
anyway, this would be a stronger assumption.
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Definition 1: In the broadcast model, we say that a
unidirectional link (p, q) is timely at time t if no message
broadcast by p at time t is received at q after time t+ δ.

Note that a timely link/message does not require the
receiver to be correct; if the receiver is faulty, then it is
vacuously considered timely. Also, when no message is
sent at time t, the link/message is considered timely at
time t.

Definition 2: In the broadcast model, a process p is a
moving-j-source at time t if there exist j other processes q
such that the links (p, q) are timely at t.

Definition 3: A process p is a �moving-j-source if it is
correct and there is a time t such that, for all t′ ≥ t, p is
a moving-j-source. It is called a perpetual moving-j-source
if this holds for t′ ≥ 0.

In Sb→f∗ , we require that there is at least one �moving-
f -source. Note that if δ is unknown and the links are
reliable, then a �moving-j-source is also a moving-j-
source (with some different δ) for all t ≥ 0.

Since a �j-accessible process [20] has j moving bidi-
rectional timely links, it follows immediately:

Corollary 1: A �j-accessible process is also a �moving-
j-source.

2.2 Unicast model Su→f∗
In every step, a process may send at most one message
to some other process in the system. If not specified
otherwise, links are fair lossy [5].

We assume that every message sent by a process
in Su→f∗ belongs to exactly one message class. A mes-
sage class Mp is said to be of broadcast type if, in
every execution σ, p sends all messages ∈ Mp to
its n − 1 peer processes in strict round-robin or-
der. For example, the sequence of receivers of all
send steps of p in σ where a message in Mp is
sent may be p2, p3, . . . , pn, p2, p3, . . . , pn, p2, p3 . . . , where
{p2, . . . , pn} = Π − {p}. The k-th occurrence of a group
of of n − 1 consecutive sends (to all its peer processes)
in such a sequence is called p’s k-th u-broadcast of Mp,
and it is said to occur at the time t when the first of its
send steps occurs.

Definition 4: In Su→f∗ , a process p is a moving-j-source
at time t if no more than n− j− 1 of the n− 1 messages
sent in a single u-broadcast at time t are received after
time t+δ. We then say that the at least j other messages
are timely at time t. No assumption is made about the
timeliness of messages that are not u-broadcast.

In Su→f∗ , we require that there is at least one �moving-
f -source according to Definition 3 (with “moving-j-
source” defined according to Definition 4). The model is
hence such that it has purely asynchronous links, except
for messages which are u-broadcast by the �moving-f -
source after stabilization time: Any such message finds at
least f timely links, which may be different for different
messages. Of course, nothing prevents an algorithm from
not u-broadcasting any message in Su→f∗ , but then there
are only purely asynchronous links.

Since a �j-source [5] has f fixed links that are eventu-
ally always timely, it follows immediately:

Corollary 2: A �j-source is also a �moving-j-source.
Putting everything together, we have:
Corollary 3: S→f ⊆ Su→f∗ and S↔f∗ ⊆ Sb→f∗ .

2.3 The broadcast model S→f∗
The model S→f∗, which will be used for our algorithms
and lower bounds, is identical to the broadcast model
Sb→f∗ , except that it assumes reliable links. Hence, Defi-
nitions 1–3 apply also to S→f∗. To disambiguate between
S→f∗ and Sb→f∗ , we will use the term send-to-all to denote
a broadcast in S→f∗.

We will now sketch how S→f∗ can be simulated in
Sb→f∗ and in Su→f∗ . First, send-to-all is mapped to a true
broadcast step in the broadcast model, and to n − 1
consecutive sends to all peer processes in the unicast
model. Moreover, send-to-all involves a protocol for
reliable communication atop of fair lossy links. There are
advanced techniques like [8] or [2] that could be adopted
here, but even a simple piggyback and acknowledgment
protocol suffices: Any message from p that has not been
acknowledged by receiver q is piggybacked on the next
messages sent to q in Su→f∗ (resp. broadcast in Sb→f∗ ), so
that it is retransmitted until an acknowledgment mes-
sage has been received. Acknowledgment messages are
also piggybacked on the messages sent (resp. broadcast)
by q, and hence retransmitted until p does no longer
piggyback the message. It is obvious that this protocol
implements reliable communication between any pair of
correct processes. Note that a message that was lost will
not become timely by this simulation. But, for messages
that are timely, the simulation preserves the timeliness
of the message:

Lemma 1: With our simulations, a �moving-f -source
in Su→f∗ resp. in Sb→f∗ is also a �moving-f -source in S→f∗.
Its delay bound is δ′ = δ for the simulation in Sb→f∗ , and
δ′ = δ + (n− 2)Φ for the simulation in Su→f∗ .

Proof: We can restrict our attention to timely mes-
sages, since non-timely messages are not adversely af-
fected by retransmissions. Timely messages are never
lost by definition, however, so no retransmission is ac-
tually necessary here.

For the simulation in the broadcast model Sb→f∗ , a
timely message in Sb→f∗ obviously remains timely (with
δ′ = δ) in S→f∗. For the simulation in the unicast model
Su→f∗ , the implementation of send-to-all as n− 1 unicast
sends of the same message to all peer processes causes
every message class to be of broadcast type in Su→f∗ .
Consequently, by Definition 4, at most n − f − 1 of the
n − 1 unicast messages sent in any send-to-all may be
received later than δ time after the first unicast send.
Due to our partially synchronous processes, performing
n− 1 consecutive send steps takes at most (n− 2)Φ time
in Su→f∗ , thus δ′ = δ + (n − 2)Φ is a bound on the delay
of timely messages in S→f∗.
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Remark. One could argue that, in practice, the retrans-
mission of messages could compromise their timeliness,
due to the potentially linearly-growing message size
caused by the piggybacking mechanism.

Fortunately, with our algorithms, this can be avoided
due to the fact that only some of the messages, namely,
the ALIVE messages (cf. e.g. Algorithm 1, Section 3), need
to be timely, but not reliable (in case they are not timely),
whereas all the other messages never need to be timely,
but always reliable. Thus, the piggybacking mechanism
needs to be employed only for messages that are not
ALIVE messages. On the other hand, ALIVE messages
can just be sent as unreliable datagrams, preferably out-
of-band, i.e., with priority over ordinary messages, such
that even a large number of messages in the buffers does
not affect the transmission time of ALIVE messages.

We decided not to incorporate this differentiation of
messages in our system model, since we are primarily
concerned about solvability issues in this paper. To
improve readability, we hence just assumed that S→f∗
provides reliable links. It should be straightforward to
extend our results when needed, however.

3 Ω IMPLEMENTATION IN S→f∗
We consider the definition of the Ω failure detector as
introduced in [9]:

Definition 5: A failure detector is of class Ω if the
failure detector output H(p, t) ∈ Π and the following
holds:

Eventual Leadership: There is a time after which all the
correct processes always trust the same correct process.
Formally,

∃t, ∃` ∈ C,∀p ∈ C,∀t′ ≥ t : H(p, t′) = `

In this section, we introduce and analyze a simple
implementation of Ω in S→f∗, given as Algorithm 1. It
is well-suited for explaining the principle of operation,
but suffers from ever increasing timeouts. In Section 5,
we also provide an algorithm where the timeout values
stabilize for all links that are eventually timely.

The algorithm works as follows: Every process p
periodically sends-to-all ALIVE messages every η steps
(line 8). These messages are equipped with a mono-
tonically increasing sequence number seqp. The receiver
task (Task 2) of process q waits for and collects ALIVE
messages with a sequence number equal to the current
receiver sequence number rseqq . A timer with a timeout
of ∆q steps is used for terminating the wait; both rseqq
and ∆q are incremented when the timer expires (line 20).
Note that this timer can be implemented via step count-
ing, since we assume partially synchronous processes.
Although processes are not synchronized, i.e., there is no
a priori correlation between the time any process sends
an ALIVE message with a certain sequence number and
any receiver’s timeout for that sequence number, using
an ever increasing ∆q will allow q to eventually get every

Algorithm 1 Implementation of Ω in S→f∗, code for
process p
Variables
1: ∀q ∈ Π : counterp[q] ∈ N, initially 0
2: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : suspectp[q][s] ⊆ Π, initially ∅
3: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : reportedp[q][s] ∈ {true, false}, initially false
4: seqp, rseqp ∈ N, initially 0
5: ∆p, initially η

Initially
6: start Tasks 1,2
7: start timer with ∆p

Task 1
8: every η steps do
9: send 〈ALIVE, p, seqp, counterp〉 to all q ∈ Π

10: seqp ← seqp + 1
11: leaderp ← q, where 〈counterp[q], q〉 is minimal

Task 2
12: upon receive 〈ALIVE, q, s, c〉 do
13: reportedp[q][s]← true
14: for all r ∈ Π do
15: counterp[r]← max{counterp[r], c[r]}

16: upon expiration of timer do
17: for all q, where reportedp[q][rseqp] = false do
18: send 〈SUSPECT, q, p, rseqp〉 to all r ∈ Π (including p itself)
19: reportedp[q][rseqp]← true
20: rseqp ← rseqp + 1
21: ∆p ← ∆p + 1
22: set timer to ∆p

23: upon receive 〈SUSPECT, q, r, s〉 do
24: suspectp[q][s]← suspectp[q][s] ∪ {r}
25: if |suspectp[q][s]| ≥ n− f then
26: counterp[q]← counterp[q] + 1

timely ALIVE message from p before the timeout (we will
call this timely received in the sequel).

Every receiver process q maintains an array
counterq[p], which essentially contains the number
of suspicions of sender p encountered at q so far: The
sender p is suspected at q if q is notified of the fact that
at least n − f receivers experienced a timeout for the
same sequence number s. This notification is done via
SUSPECT messages, which are sent-to-all (line 18) by any
receiver process that experienced a timeout for sender
p with sequence number s. For the latter, q maintains a
binary array reportedq[p][rseq], which records whether
an ALIVE message from p has been received by the
timeout for sequence number rseqq or not.

The receiver q increases counterq[p] if it receives at
least n−f of such SUSPECT messages for p with sequence
number s (line 25). In addition, counterq[p] is increased
if a larger counter value for process p is observed in
any ALIVE message (line 15). Note that counterq[p] may
be raised by more than 1 here. The process p = ` with
minimal counter value in counterq[p] (or the minimal
process id in case of several such entries) is elected as
q’s leader (line 11). The array suspectq[p][s] is used to
store the set of processes from which suspect messages
for sender p and sequence number s have been received
so far (line 24).
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Informally, the correctness of Algorithm 1 follows
from the following reasoning: At the time the �moving-
f -source becomes a moving-f -source, at least f outgoing
links of the source p carry timely messages at any time.
Thus, eventually, it is impossible that the quorum of n−f
SUSPECT messages is reached for p for any sequence
number. Note that this even holds true if some of the
f timely receiver processes have crashed. Consequently,
all processes stop increasing the counter for process p,
whereas the counter of every crashed sender process
keeps increasing forever since every receiver obviously
experiences a timeout here. Since the counter values are
continuously exchanged via the content of the ALIVE
messages, eventually all processes reach agreement on
all counters that have stopped increasing. Hence, locally
electing the process with minimal counter indeed leads
to a correct implementation of Ω.

The detailed proof of correctness below follows the
proof in [5]:

Lemma 2: For every processes p and q, counterp[q] as
well as the timeout ∆q are monotonically nondecreasing.

Proof: Clear from the way counterp[q] and ∆q are
updated.

Lemma 3: If p is correct and q is faulty, then counterp[q]
is unbounded.

Proof: If q is faulty, then eventually it stops send-
ing 〈ALIVE, p, seqp, c〉 messages. Therefore there is a se-
quence number s, such that for all s′ ≥ s, every correct
process p′, reportedp′ [q][s′] is never set to true in line 13,
and thus p′ sends a 〈SUSPECT, q, p′, s′〉 to all processes
(line 18). Since there are at least n− f correct processes,
it follows that p increments counterp[q], and since there
are infinitely many s′, this happens infinitely often.

The following Lemma 4 shows that, irrespectively of
how far sender and receiver have been out of sync
initially, a correct receiver eventually gets all timely mes-
sages with a certain sequence number before it timeouts
this sequence number.

Lemma 4: Let σkp denote the time where p sends
〈ALIVE, p, k, ∗〉 and ρkq be the time where q timeouts
message k, i.e., increments the receiver sequence number
rseqq from k to k+ 1. Then σkp − ρkq is strictly monotoni-
cally decreasing, without bound, from some k ≥ k0 on.

Proof: For all k > 0, σkp ≤ σk−1
p + Φη, whereas ρkq ≥

ρk−1
q + η + k. Now, for any k, σkp − ρkq ≤ (σk−1

p + Φη) −
(ρk−1
q + η + k) = σk−1

p − ρk−1
q + (Φ− 1)η − k. Expanding

this yields σkp − ρkq ≤ σ0
p − ρ0

q + k(Φ − 1)η − k(k + 1)/2,
which proves the lemma.

Lemma 5: If p is a correct �moving-f -source then, for
every process q, counterq[p] is bounded.

Proof: By way of contradiction, assume that
counterq[p] is unbounded. Then there is at least one
process r, where line 25 is true infinitely often for p,
which requires n−f 〈SUSPECT, p, ∗, s〉 for infinitely many
s. Since p is a �moving-f -source, there is a sequence
number s′, so that for every s ≥ s′, there is a set Q(ts) of
at least f processes that receive 〈ALIVE, p, s, c〉 by time δ
after it was sent at time ts. Since p never suspects itself,

there must be at least one process rs ∈ Q(ts) that sends
〈SUSPECT, p, ∗, s〉 in order to reach the n−f quorum, de-
spite of the fact that 〈ALIVE, p, s, ∗〉 was received timely
at rs, for infinitely many s. Since there are only finitely
many processes in the system, there must be at least one
correct process r that occurs infinitely often among the
processes rs. This process must hence infinitely often
time out a timely message. This is impossible because
of Lemma 4, however, which shows that there is some
k ensuring ∀k′ > k : σk

′

p + δ < ρk
′

q .
Lemma 6: Let counter tp[q] denote the value of

counterp[q] at process p at time t. If p and q are
correct processes then, for every time t and every
correct process r, there exists a time after which
counterr[q] ≥ counter tp[q].

Proof: Let x = counter tp[q]. If x = 0 or p = r
then the result follows from Lemma 2, and so assume
x > 0 and p 6= r. After p sets counterp[q] = x, it sends
infinitely many ALIVE messages to all other processes.
By Lemma 2, the value of c[q] in these messages is
at least x. Since links are fair lossy (even reliable),
process r eventually receives at least one of these mes-
sages, and sets counterr[q] to a value that is at least
x if counterr[q] has a smaller value. Afterwards, from
Lemma 2, counterr[q] ≥ x.

Lemma 7: If p is correct and there is a time after which
counterp[q] = x forever, then, for every correct process r,
there is a time after which counterr[q] = x.

Proof: Follows immediately from Lemma 6, since
both p and r are correct.

Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 implements Ω in system S→f∗
Proof: By Lemmas 2, 5 and 3, and the fact that there

exists a correct �moving-f -source, it follows that for
every correct process p there is a time after which leaderp
is correct and stops changing. By Lemma 7, for every
correct processes p and q, there is a time after which
leaderp = leaderq .

Hence, S→f∗ allows to implement Ω. On the other hand,
from Theorem 16 in [5], we know:

Theorem 2: [5] There is no Ω implementation in S→j ,
where j < f .

Together with Corollary 2, we thus have:
Corollary 4: There is no Ω implementation in S→j∗ ,

where j < f .

4 COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY
In this section we consider message complexity, in the
following sense: Obviously, Algorithm 1 continuously
sends ALIVE messages over all links. In terms of the
communication complexity measure introduced by Lar-
rea et. al. in [18], namely, counting the worst-case num-
ber of communication channels that are used infinitely
often throughout some execution run, the algorithm has
complexity Ω(n2).

4.1 Lower bounds
Aguilera et al. [5] provided a variant of their algorithm,
where under the additional assumption of reliable links,
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only f links are required to carry messages forever in
some execution. In contrast to this, we show that no
such implementation exists if we have only a moving-f -
source. Our (much higher) lower bound obviously also
applies to the case where we have only a �moving-f -
source, which is weaker than a moving-f -source. Note
that we restrict our attention to n > f + 1 in this section,
since a moving-f -source and an f -source are the same
in case of n = f + 1. After all, moving is meaningless if
there are only f outgoing links.

In the sequel, we consider runs R of a correct Ω
implementation in such a system. Any such run consists
of an infinite number of steps, which can either be a
computing or a receive step of some process. A receive
step just models the arrival of a message at the receiver;
we assume that processing of the received message
occurs in the next computing step. The delay bound δ
for timely messages according to Definition 1 refers to
the time interval from the sender p’s computing step (at
time tsp) until the receiver q’s receive step (at time trq).
Note that if a computing step (typically triggered by a
timeout in our algorithms) at process q occurs at some
time tq ≥ tsp + δ, then one can be sure that the message
has (already) been processed by time tq .

An admissible run R is a run where every process
except the at most f faulty ones performs infinitely
many steps in R, and where all messages sent to correct
processes are eventually received. Finally, a feasible run
denotes an admissible run R of a correct Ω implementa-
tion in a system with certain properties—like the one that
at least one process is a �moving-f -source, or that every
process is a moving-f -source, depending on the context.
In a feasible run R, the eventually elected leader will
be denoted `(R), and the simple directed graph induced
by the set of links that eventually carry messages forever
will be called the effective communication graph Ge(R). We
are interested in the worst-case number of links in Ge(R)
over all feasible executions R.

It is important to note that a restricted effective com-
munication graph (Ge(R) 6= fully connected graph) re-
duces the number of timely messages received from a
moving-f -source: The links carrying timely messages at
some time t and the links in Ge(R) may be different.
Since an unused link is also counted as timely in our
setting, only the links in the intersection of those sets
need to deliver timely messages to their receivers. Note
that this is not an artificial assumption, but rather the
faithful modeling of the fact that delays are under the
control of the system adversary, whereas the effective
communication graph is under the control of the algo-
rithm.

As our main lower bound results, we will prove that
the effective communication graph Ge(R) must contain
(1) n−1 outgoing links from the eventual leader, and (2)
a total of Ω(nf) links in some run R. Comparison with
[5] hence reveals an interesting trade-off between weaker
synchrony assumptions and communication efficiency.
The intuition behind these lower bounds is that at least

n − f processes must suspect a moving-f -source before
it can actually be considered faulty (and hence demoted
in case it is the leader). Otherwise, a process’s suspicion
may just be a consequence of currently not being in the
moving set of timely receivers. However, since the set
of processes that receives timely messages may change
forever, processes have to continuously inform all other
processes about their suspicions regarding the current
leader. For the eventual leader, this implies the need to
send to all its n−1 peer processes. Moreover, exchanging
suspicions among all processes in an f -resilient way
requires Ω(nf) links to be used forever.

For our formal proof, we need a notation that allows
us to relate runs R and R′ to each other that eventually
differ only in the moving pattern and communication
delays. To simplify notation, time will be just the number
of steps in a run here: The finite prefix Rt of a run R =
(s1, s2, . . . ) up to time t is hence just Rt = (s1, s2, . . . st).
The extension of a prefix Rt leading to run R is the suffix
Et = R \ Rt = (st+1, st+2, . . . ), and a finite extension of
Rt is a prefix of some Et.

Definition 6: In a system with at least one �moving-f -
source, an extension Et of some given prefix Rt is called
feasible if R = RtEt is a feasible run, and it is called
stable iff no further process crashes and status changes
of any �moving-f -source occur in the feasible extension
Et. Any two stable extensions Et and E′t of the same
prefix Rt, as well as the runs R = RtEt and R′ = RtE

′,
are called Rt-similar, or just similar if Rt is clear from the
context.

Note carefully that, when considering Rt-similar runs
R and R′, we always assume that both R and R′ are
stable, i.e., that all crashes have already occured in Rt
and that every �moving-f -source has already become
a perpetual moving-f -source in Et. Given that those
events must of course occur within finite time, assuming
stability in this respect is not a restriction.

The following two lemmas are instrumental in our
lower bound proofs. Actually, they are of independent
interest, since they reveal an interesting additional sta-
bilization property of infinite runs of correct Ω im-
plementations in S→f∗: For example, Lemma 8 assures
that, starting from any finite prefix P , there is a finite
extension Rt after which the system has stabilized, in
the sense that the leader does not change anymore.
Of course, events that happen within finite time, like
process crashes and all �moving-f -source status changes,
have already occurred within Rt due to the stability as-
sumption discussed before. The surprising fact, however,
is that the stabilization of the leader happens in presence
of events like moving pattern and timing changes, which
occur infinitely often, hence also after Rt.

Lemma 8: For any prefix P of any feasible initial run,
there is a feasible finite extension Rt of P with the
property that any two Rt-similar runs R and R′ provide
the same eventual leader `(R′) = `(R).
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Proof: Suppose, by way of contradiction, that

∀finite feasible extensions Rt of P :
∃Rt-similar runs R and R′ with `(R′) 6= `(R),

which obviously implies (we drop attributes like “feasi-
ble” here for conciseness)

∀Rt of P : ∀R = RtEt : ∃Rt-similar R′ = RtE
′
t

with `(R′) 6= `(R). (1)

This assumption will allow us to prove the existence of a
feasible run R̂ where the leader changes infinitely often,
which contradicts the properties of Ω. Hence, there must
indeed be some finite prefix Rt such that any Rt-similar
run R′ provides `(R′) = `(R) as asserted.

We find it instructive to introduce the essence of our
proof by an inductive construction of a sequence of
prefixes Rk, k ≥ 1, of feasible runs, such that Rk is a
proper prefix of Rk+1 and the leader has changed. In the
limit, this leads to a feasible run R̂ = limk→∞Rk where
the leader changes infinitely often. Since we are deal-
ing with infinite2 executions, however, we will employ
König’s infinity lemma [12, Lemma 8.1.2] to establish the
existence of R̂.

For the induction basis k = 1, let R1 be some prefix
of length at least |P | of the initial feasible run where
some leader `1 has already been elected by all processes.
Clearly, P is prefix of R1.

For the induction step, assume that we have already
constructed the prefix Rk of some feasible run R, where
the leader `k has been chosen. By (1), there is an Rk-
similar (and hence feasible) run R′ where some different
leader `(R′) 6= `k is chosen. Let Rk+1 be a prefix of R′

with |Rk+1 \ Rk| ≥ 1, to guarantee limk→∞ |Rk| = ∞,
where some3 new leader `k+1 has already been chosen,
every correct processor has performed at least one step,
and all messages from Rk have been delivered. Since
`(R′) 6= `(R), such a prefix Rk+1 must of course exist.
Obviously, Rk is a proper prefix of Rk+1 and the leader
has changed.

For the rigorous proof, based on König’s infinity
lemma, we define an infinite sequence of non-empty
finite sets V0, V1, . . . as follows: Consider some arbitrary
feasible run R and let (`1(R), `2(R), . . . ) with `k−1(R) 6=
`k(R) for any k ≥ 1 be a subsequence of the different
unique leaders chosen in R, defined inductively as fol-
lows: Given `k−1(R) along with the prefix Rk−1 of R at
the end of which `k−1(R) has been chosen, we define
Rk to be the prefix of R [that extends Rk−1] that lets (1)
every correct processor take at least one step in Rk\Rk−1,
(2) all messages sent in Rk−1 be delivered in Rk, and (3)

2. Induction provides assertions for finite executions only, which is
not sufficient here. In fact, a finite sequence of such prefixes could
always be constructed by crashing the eventual leader or changing the
status of processes w.r.t. being a moving-f -source or not.

3. Note carefully that `k+1 may be different from the eventually
chosen leader `(R′) here, since agreeing on the latter might require all
messages (including all slow ones) to be received. By allowing `k+1 6=
`(R′), this is not required here.

another leader `k(R) 6= `k−1(R) be chosen at the end of
Rk. Moreover, we define `0(R) = ⊥ and R0(R) = P for
every R.

The sets Vk are defined as follows:

V0 = {⊥}
Vk = {(`1, . . . , `k)|∃ feasible run R

where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k : `i = `i(R)}

Because of (1), it follows that |Vk| ≥ 1 for every k ≥ 0,
and since there are at most n processes, |Vk| ≤ nk <∞.

Moreover, there is a natural tree connecting the el-
ements of neighboring sets Vk−1, Vk: There is an edge
(vk−1, vk) for vk−1 ∈ Vk−1 and vk ∈ Vk iff vk = (vk−1, `)
for some leader `. Any element in V1 is connected by
an edge to the single element ⊥ ∈ V0. Note that the
existence of an edge implies that there is a feasible run R
where (`1(R), . . . , `k−1(R)) = (`1, . . . , `k−1) = vk−1 and
(`1(R), . . . , `k(R)) = (`1, . . . , `k) = vk where `k−1 6= `k
for any k ≥ 1.

It is obvious from our construction that every element
in Vk has an edge to exactly one element in Vk−1. We
can hence apply König’s infinity lemma, which asserts
an infinite path—and hence a corresponding infinite
feasible run R̂—in the tree:

König’s infinity lemma [12, Lemma 8.1.2]: Let V0, V1, . . .
be an infinite sequence of disjoint non-empty finite sets,
and let G be a graph on their union. Assume that every
vertex v in a set Vn with n ≥ 1 has a neighbour f(v) in
Vn−1. Then G contains a ray (an infinite path) v0, v1, . . .
with vn ∈ Vn for all n.

Since the leader changes with every k along that path,
it changes infinitely often in R̂.

Bear in mind that Rt guaranteed by Lemma 8 is such
that all process crashes and all �moving-f -source status
changes must have occurred already in Rt. Remember
also that it is not necessarily the case that all messages
sent in Rt are received within Rt.

With a similar proof as for Lemma 8, we can show the
following stabilization property w.r.t. effective commu-
nication graphs:

Lemma 9: For any prefix P of some feasible initial run,
there is a feasible finite extension Rt of P and a feasible
run R = RtEt, with the property that any Rt-similar run
R′ provides Ge(R′) ⊆ Ge(R).

Proof: Suppose, by way of contradiction, that

∀feasible R : ∀prefixes Rt : ∃Rt-similar run R′

with Ge(R′) 6⊆ Ge(R). (2)

If we denote by Ut =
⋃
R′ Ge(R′) the union of the

effective communication graphs of all Rt-similar runs R′

of R (including R), which is the graph containing the
links of all Ge(R′), this condition implies

∀feasible runs R : ∀prefixes Rt : Ut 6⊆ Ge(R). (3)

We will now derive a contradiction: Our assumption
will allow us to inductively construct an infinite se-
quence of prefixes Rk, k ≥ 1, of feasible runs where, from
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some finite index k′ on, all sets Uk = U|Rk|, k ≥ k′, are
the same and all links in this set are used infinitely often.
Hence, for any feasible run with prefix Rk′ , in particular,
for R̂ = limk→∞Rk, all those links must be contained in
Ge(R̂), which contradicts Uk′ 6⊆ Ge(R̂) in (3).

For the induction basis k = 1, we choose R1 = P ,
which is a prefix of the initial feasible run. For the
induction step, we assume that the prefix Rk of some
feasible run has already been constructed. To obtain
Rk+1, we extend Rk by some prefix of length ≥ 1,
to guarantee limk→∞ |Rk| = ∞, of some Rk-similar
(and hence feasible) run R’ specified in detail below.
Obviously, Rk is a proper prefix of Rk+1, hence either
(a) Uk+1 ⊂ Uk or (b) Uk+1 = Uk: After all, the resulting
set of Rk+1-similar runs is just the set of Rk-similar
runs without all runs Yk that have prefix Rk but not
Rk+1. Consequently, Uk+1 is just Uk without Ge(Y ) for
all Y ∈ Yk.

Since there are only finitely many different effective
communication graphs that could be dropped via case
(a), there must be some finite index k′ such that Uk =
Uk+1 = U for all k ≥ k′, which leaves us with (b) as the
only interesting case. For every link (p, q) ∈ Uk, there
is some Rk-similar run R′ with (p, q) ∈ Ge(R′) by the
definition of Uk. To construct Rk+1, we choose a non-
zero length prefix of Ek = R′ \Rk such that at least one
message is sent along (p, q) in Ek and all messages sent
in Rk−1 have been delivered by the end of Ek. Since
a different link (p, q) ∈ U is chosen for every k, such
that all links in U are used at least once in round-robin
order in Rk′ , Rk′+1, . . . , it follows that all links in U are
used infinitely often (and, hence, all correct processes
take infinitely many steps) in the limiting run.

Finally, we use König’s infinity lemma to prove the
existence of a feasible limiting run R̂ = limk→∞Rk. More
specifically, we will start out from the prefix Rk′ es-
tablished above, i.e., restrict our attention to Rk′ -similar
runs that satisfy Uk = U = {1, . . . , u} for all k ≥ k′. We
classify those runs into sets Vk according to the sequence
of chosen communication links ∈ U .

Consider some arbitrary feasible extension E of Rk′

and let L(E) = (l1(E), l2(E), . . . ) be a subsequence
of the links chosen for sending a message in E, with
broadcast messages resolved in an arbitrary order, de-
fined as follows: Given lk−1(E) along with the prefix
Ek−1 of E at the end of which lk−1(E) is used for
sending a message, we define Ek to be the prefix of
E [that extends Ek−1] where (1) all messages sent in
Ek−1 are delivered in Ek, and (2) at the end of which
the link lk(E) 6= lk−1(E) is used for sending a message.
Moreover, we define l0(R) = ⊥ and E0(R) = {} for
every E. The actual sequence of links l1(E), l2(E), . . .
is chosen in an arbitrary but fixed round-robin sequence
S = (1, 2, . . . , u, 1, 2, . . . ) of the links in U . Let Sk be the
prefix of the first k elements of S, with S0 = (⊥).

We classify feasible extensions into sets Vk according
to the maximum Sk that appears as a (not necessarily
consecutive) subsequence in L(E). More specifically, Vk

will contain the element Sk if there is some feasible
extension E the sequence of chosen links L(E) of which
contains all links in Sk in the appropriate order. In
addition, if there is a feasible extension E the sequence of
chosen links of which has length at least k and contains
Sk−1 but not Sk, then Vk contains the element (Sk−1,⊥).

Formally, the sets Vk are hence defined as follows:

V0 = {(⊥)}
Vk = {Sk|∃ extension E

where lπ(i)(E)− 1 ≡ i− 1 mod u

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and π(i) < π(i+ 1)} ∪
{(Sk−1,⊥)|∃ extension E with |L(E)| ≥ k

where lπ(i)(E)− 1 ≡ i− 1 mod u

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and i ≤ π(i) < π(i+ 1)
but not for i = k}

Clearly, |Vk| ≤ 2 < ∞. Moreover, as explained in the
inductive construction above, we can guarantee that
Sk ∈ Vk and hence |Vk| ≥ 1 for every k. As in Lemma 8,
there is again a natural tree connecting the elements of
neighboring sets Vk−1, Vk: Both elements Sk ∈ Vk and
(Sk−1,⊥) ∈ Vk, if present, have an edge to the element
Sk−1 ∈ Vk−1. We can hence apply König’s infinity lemma
[12, Lemma 8.1.2], which asserts an infinite path in the
tree and hence the existence of a feasible extension Ê—
and thus a feasible run R̂ = Rk′Ê—where all links
in U are used infinitely often. It hence follows by the
definition of the effective communication graph Ge(R̂)
of run R̂ that U = Uk ⊆ Ge(R̂) for any k ≥ k′. Since
every Rk is of course a prefix of R̂, this contradicts (3),
however. Hence, there must indeed be some finite prefix
Rt = Rk′ and some run R such that any Rt-similar
extension R′ provides Ge(R′) ⊆ Ge(R) as asserted.

Using Lemma 8 and 9, we can now prove that the
eventual leader must have all n−1 outgoing links in the
eventual communication graph Ge(R) in some feasible
run R in S→f∗. This contrasts with the lower bound of only
f outgoing links for system S→f with an �f -source [5],
and must be considered as the price for moving timely
links.

Theorem 3: For all n > f + 1 ≥ 2, in a system S→f∗ with
reliable links and n processes where up to f processes
may crash, the eventual leader must have all n − 1
outgoing links in the eventual effective communication
graph in some run. This holds even when every process
is a perpetual moving-f -source, and δ is known.

Proof: Given any prefix P of some feasible failure-
free run, consider the feasible run R8 and the finite prefix
R8t guaranteed by Lemma 8. We can choose the initial
run resp. the prefix P in the application of Lemma 9 to
be just R8 resp. R8t. Recall that all crashes, if any, must
have occurred in R8t already. As a result, we are assured
about the existence of some feasible run R and a finite
prefix Rt, where for every Rt-similar run R′ not only
Ge(R′) ⊆ Ge(R) = Ge but also `(R′) = `(R) = `. The
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latter holds since a run R′ that is Rt-similar is obviously
also R8t-similar if R8t is a prefix of Rt.

Suppose that there is at least one link from ` to some
process p missing in Ge. Consider two Rt-similar runs
R1 and R2, where in both extensions (after Rt) process
` could send timely over this missing link to p (recall
that an unused link can be considered timely), as well
as to f − 1 other processes. Denote the set of these f − 1
processes and ` as A, and let B = Π− A with p ∈ B be
the remaining set of n− f ≥ 2 processes. Every process
in B sends timely to all f processes in A and arbitrarily
to all other processes in B, and every process in A sends
timely to the f−1 other processes in A. In addition, every
process in A also sends timely to process p in R1, and
to some process q ∈ B with q 6= p in R2. Finally, every
process in A has n − f − 1 slow outgoing links to the
remaining processes in B as well, which will experience
some large delay ∆ + 1 as explained below. Due to our
construction, all processes could be a moving-f -source
in both runs.

Now consider runs Rcrash1 = Rcrash2 = Rcrash where
all processes in A (which include `) crash at t, i.e., at
the end of Rt. Clearly, a new leader must be elected
within some extended prefix Rcrasht+∆ . Note carefully that
t + ∆ may be such that even all slow messages from
the surviving processes (in B) must have arrived, i.e.,
are required for electing the new leader. Processes p and
q now face a dilemma: If we choose the delay of slow
messages sent by processes ∈ A in R1 and R2 after Rt
to be ∆ + 1, Rcrasht+∆ is indistinguishable from R1

t+∆ for
q. Similarly, Rcrasht+∆ is indistinguishable from R2

t+∆ for p.
Thus, if p resp. q demotes `, it behaves illegal w.r.t. R2

resp. R1. If those processes don’t demote `, they behave
illegal w.r.t. Rcrash.

Hence, the implementation of Ω cannot be correct,
such that all n − 1 outgoing links from ` must indeed
be in Ge as asserted. After all, Rcrasht+∆ would no longer
be indistinguishable from R1

t+∆ for q if the link from
` to p really carried a timely message, instead of being
vacuously timely because the link is not used.

Finally, we will provide our major lower bound the-
orem. It shows that the eventual communication graph
Ge(R) in some feasible run R must contain as many as
Ω(nf) links in S→f∗. Again, this sharply contrasts with
the lower bound of only f outgoing links for system
S→f with an �f -source [5], and must also be considered
as the price for moving timely links.

Theorem 4: For all n > f + 1 ≥ 2, in a system S→f∗ with
reliable links and n processes where up to f processes
may crash, any implementation of Ω requires at least
nf
2 links to carry messages forever in some run. This

holds even when every process is a perpetual moving-
f -source, and δ is known.

Proof: Given any prefix P of some feasible failure-
free run, consider the feasible run R8 and the finite prefix
R8t guaranteed by Lemma 8. We can choose the initial
run resp. the prefix P in the application of Lemma 9 to
be just R8 resp. R8t. As a result, we are assured about

the existence of some feasible run R and a finite prefix
Rt, where for every Rt-similar run R′ not only Ge(R′) ⊆
Ge(R) = Ge but also `(R′) = `(R) = `. The latter holds
since a run R′ that is Rt-similar is obviously also R8t-
similar if R8t is a prefix of Rt.

Let deginp resp. degoutp be the in-degree resp. out-degree
of process p in Ge. Assume, by way of contradiction, that
there is at least one process p with deginp + degoutp ≤ f−1
in Ge. Since we know already from Theorem 3 that `
has degout = n− 1 in Ge, we can assume p 6= `. Let Xin

resp. Xout be the sets of processes with links to resp.
from p. Further let Y be an arbitrary set of processes
such that |Xin ∪ Xout ∪ Y | = f , ` ∈ Y , and p 6∈ Y . Let
A = Xin ∪Xout ∪ Y and B = Π−A− {p} 6= ∅.

Now consider two Rt-similar runs R1 and R2, where
in both extensions (after Rt) process p could send timely
to all processes in A (although only processes in Xout ⊂
A receive those messages) and processes in A and in B
could send timely to all processes in A. However, R1

and R2 differ in that all processes in A could also send
timely to p in R1 (although p receives messages from
Xin ⊂ A only), whereas in R2 all processes in A could
send timely to some process q ∈ B instead. Note that
every process in A has n− f − 1 slow outgoing links as
well, which will experience some large delay ∆ + 1 as
explained below. By our construction, all processes could
be a moving-f -source in both runs. However, process p
and all processes in B are totally partitioned from each
other in Ge if the processes in A were removed.

Now consider runs Rcrash1 = Rcrash2 = Rcrash where
all processes in A (which include `) crash at t, i.e., at the
end of Rt. Clearly, a new leader must be elected within
some extended prefix Rcrasht+∆ . Note carefully that t + ∆
may be such that even slow messages from p must have
arrived, i.e., are required for electing the new leader.
Processes p and B now face a dilemma: If we choose
the delay of slow messages sent by processes ∈ A in R1

and R2 after Rt to be ∆ + 1, Rcrasht+∆ is indistinguishable
from R1

t+∆ for all processes in B. Similarly, Rcrasht+∆ is
indistinguishable from R2

t+∆ for p. Thus, if p resp. some
process in B demotes ` or uses a link outside Ge, it
behaves illegal w.r.t. R2 resp. R1. If those processes don’t
demote ` and/or do not use a link outside Ge, they
behave illegal w.r.t. Rcrash. Hence, the implementation
of Ω cannot be correct. Consequently, every correct algo-
rithm has deginp + degoutp ≥ f for every process p. The
number of links that carry messages forever is hence
|Λ| = 1

2

∑
p∈Π deginp + degoutp ≥ nf

2 .

The following result follows immediately from the
fact that Theorem 3 and 4 have been established for a
stronger model:

Corollary 5: For n > f + 1 ≥ 2, any implementation
of Ω in S→f∗ requires at least Ω(nf) links, including all
n − 1 outgoing links from the eventual leader, to carry
messages forever in some run.
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4.2 Attaining the lower bound

The lower bounds established in Corollary 5 show that
any Ω implementation in S→f∗ has high communication
costs. In this section, we present an algorithm (Algo-
rithm 2) that attains this lower bound, i.e., uses only
O(nf) links forever.

In view of such high costs, one may wonder whether
there is an algorithm that works correctly in S→f∗, but
automatically reduces its communication demand when
the system stabilizes from S→f∗ to a system with stronger
synchrony properties, at some unknown point in time.
Interestingly, Algorithm 2 also meets this requirement:
Under the additional condition that links are reliable and
that there exists some time t, after which some process p
remains the leader forever and is never suspected by any
live process4, the communication complexity reduces
from O(nf) to O(n) some finite time after t.

Algorithm 2 employs echoing (= rebroadcasting) of all
messages. In order not to complicate the code further
with messages counters and retransmissions, we assume
reliable message delivery of messages from correct pro-
cesses. To ensure that the algorithm matches the Ω(nf)
quiescence lower bound established in Corollary 5, we
also assume that the SUSPECT messages (and their
echoes) are disseminated to all processes via flooding
over some (fixed) (f + 1)-node-connected and (f + 1)-
regular overlay topology. The appropriate protocol is
also omitted from the code for simplicity.

To bring down the communication complexity from
O(n2) to O(nf) resp. O(n), a process should send ALIVE
messages only when it considers itself the leader. Al-
though a process not considering itself leader no longer
sends ALIVE messages, its counter should not increase
on other processes due to suspicions. To this end, each
process maintains a new boolean status vector enabled ,
with one bit for each other process. Whenever the suspi-
cion counter p holds for q increases, p sets enabledp[q] to
false and waits for q to also learn that its own counter has
advanced. Subsequently, enabledp[q] is set to true only
upon receipt of an ALIVE message with the current or
higher counter from q. The entry becomes disabled (set
to false) if q explicitly sends a DISABLE message for
this counter. This guarantees that the suspicion counter
of a �moving-f -source does not increase after it becomes
timely.

Because messages are echoed and may arrive out of
order, a DISABLE message is disregarded if it arrives
after an ALIVE message with the same (or higher)
counter is received. To this end, a process records in the
maxenabled vector a highest enabled counter value for
each process. With the enabled vector, a process p sends
SUSPECT messages only on an enabled process when the
corresponding timer expires.

The status vector also addresses the following prob-
lem: A process q that has not been a leader for a while

4. In other words, we consider runs of Ω implementations in S→n−1
in which an �(n− 1)-source (and not only a �moving-f -source) exists.

Algorithm 2 Ω with reduced communication, code for a
process p
Variables
1: ∀q ∈ Π : counterp[q] ∈ N, initially 0
2: ∀q ∈ Π : enabledp[q] ∈ {true, false}, initially false
3: ∀q ∈ Π : maxenabledp[q] ∈ N, initially 0
4: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : suspectp[q][s] ⊆ Π, initially ∅
5: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : reportedp[q][s] ∈ {true, false}, initially false
6: seqp, rseqp ∈ N, initially 0
7: ∆p, initially η

Initially
8: start Tasks 1,2
9: start timer with ∆p

Task 1
10: every η timesteps do
11: prevleaderp ← leaderp

12: leaderp ← q, where 〈counterp[q], q〉 is
13: minimal among {q | enabledp[q] = true ∨ q = p}
14: if leaderp = p then
15: send 〈ALIVE, p, seqp, counterp〉 to all q ∈ Π
16: else if prevleaderp = p then
17: send 〈DISABLE, p, counterp[p]〉 to all q ∈ Π
18: seqp ← seqp + 1

Task 2
19: upon receive 〈ALIVE, q, s, c〉 do
20: reportedp[q][s]← true
21: for all r ∈ Π do
22: if c[r] > counterp[r] then
23: counterp[r]← c[r]
24: enabledp[r]← false
25: if c[q] = counterp[q] then
26: enabledp[q]← true
27: maxenabledp[q]← c[q]
28: if any change done to counterp or to enabledp then
29: send 〈ALIVE, q, s, c〉 to all r ∈ Π /* echo */

30: upon receive 〈DISABLE, q, c〉 do
31: if q 6= p then
32: send 〈DISABLE, q, c〉 to all r ∈ Π /* echo */
33: if counterp[q] ≤ c then
34: counterp[q]← c
35: if maxenabledp[q] < c then
36: enabledp[q]← false

37: upon expiration of timer do
38: for all q, where enabledp[q] = true and reportedp[q][rseqp] =

false do
39: send 〈SUSPECT, q, p, rseqp〉 to all r ∈ Π
40: reportedp[q][rseqp]← true
41: rseqp ← rseqp + 1
42: ∆p ← ∆p + 1
43: set timer to ∆p

44: upon receive 〈SUSPECT, q, r, s〉 do
45: if q 6= p then
46: send 〈SUSPECT, q, r, s〉 to all r ∈ Π /* echo */
47: suspectp[q][s]← suspectp[q][s] ∪ {r}
48: if |suspectp[q][s]| ≥ n− f then
49: counterp[q]← counterp[q] + 1

may become leader at some point. The problem is that
different processes may learn that q is the new leader at
different times. Since q does not send ALIVE messages
until it believes itself to be the leader, other processes
may start suspecting it even before the first ALIVE mes-
sage goes out. In the case of a new leader q as described
before, the enabled flag for q is false in its current
counter until the first ALIVE message from q arrives.
Therefore, no premature suspicions are generated. We
proceed with a proof of correctness.
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Lemma 10: For every �moving-f -source process p
there exists a bound bp such that for all q ∈ Π, always
counterq[p] ≤ bp.

Proof: Let t be a time after which p is a moving-f -
source. Consider a time t′ ≥ t after which any DISABLE
message from p that was sent prior to t has been deliv-
ered by all correct processes. After time t′, there may be
no suspicion messages generated due to late arrival of
disabling message from p. Hence, after that time, there is
no sequence number for which n − f processes suspect
p. It easily follows that suspicion counters on p never
increase beyond bp = maxq∈Π{counterq[p]} at time t′.

Lemma 11: If for some correct process q at any point
counterq[p] = c, then eventually for all correct processes
r it holds that counterr[p] ≥ c.

Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that
SUSPECT messages are echoed.

Lemma 12: If a process q has crashed then eventu-
ally for all correct processes p it forever holds that
enabledp[q] = false.

Proof: Due to Lemma 11, the highest enabled counter
value for q held by any correct process is eventually
held by all. If any correct process receives a DISABLE
message from q with this counter value, then it is echoed
to all. Otherwise, since q crashes, after one more timer
expiration, there are n − f suspicions with this counter
value for sure. Therefore, eventually all processes have
the same, highest counter value, which is never enabled
since q has crashed.

Theorem 5: Algorithm 2 maintains Ω.
Proof: By Lemma 10 and Lemma 12, there exists a

non-crashed process p whose counter is bounded and
forever has the minimal value among all bounded coun-
ters. By Lemma 11, eventually p knows that all other
counters are either higher than its own, or are disabled.
Therefore, p enables this counter. Therefore, every other
correct process q eventually has enabledq[p] = true and
counterq[p] fixed. Furthermore, like p, q also eventually
has all other counter values higher than p’s or disabled.
Hence, p is the leader.

Theorem 6: Eventually, Algorithm 2 uses only O(nf)
communication channels infinitely often.

Proof: By Theorem 5, eventually all non-crashed
processes consider p to be the leader. Hence, only process
p continues sending ALIVE messages on n − 1 links
forever. All SUSPECT messages are exchanged via the
(f+1)-node-connected and (f+1)-regular overlay. Thus,
in the effective communication graph, every process has
f + 1 outgoing links, except the leader, which has n− 1
outgoing links, resulting in a total of (f + 2)(n − 1) =
O(nf) non-quiescent links.

Theorem 7: In a system where the leader stabilizes
from a moving-f -source to an (n−1)-source, Algorithm 2
uses only n−1 communication channels infinitely often.

Proof: By Theorem 5, eventually all non-crashed
processes consider p to be the leader. Hence, only pro-
cess p continues sending ALIVE messages forever. By
assumption, eventually there are no suspicions of the

Algorithm 3 Ω Implementation with eventually stabiliz-
ing timeouts, code for a process p
Variables
1: ∀q ∈ Π : counterp[q] ∈ N, initially η
2: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : suspectp[q][s] ⊆ Π, initially ∅
3: ∀q ∈ Π ∀s ∈ N : reportedp[q][s] ∈ {true, false}, initially false
4: seqp, rseqp ∈ N, initially 0

Initially
5: start Tasks 1,2
6: ∀q ∈ Π : start timer(q) with counterp[q]

Task 1
7: every η timesteps do
8: send 〈ALIVE, p, seqp, counterp〉 to all q ∈ Π
9: seqp ← seqp + 1

10: leaderp ← q, where 〈counterp[q], q〉 is minimal

Task 2
11: upon receive 〈ALIVE, q, s, c〉 do
12: reportedp[q][s]← true
13: for all r ∈ Π do
14: counterp[r]← max{counterp[r], c[r]}

15: upon expiration of timer(q) do
16: for all q, where reportedp[q][rseqp] = false do
17: send 〈SUSPECT, q, p, rseqp〉 to all r ∈ Π
18: reportedp[q][rseqp]← true
19: rseqp ← rseqp + 1
20: set timer(q) to counterp[q]

21: upon receive 〈SUSPECT, q, r, s〉 do
22: suspectp[q][s]← suspectp[q][s] ∪ {r}
23: if |suspectp[q][s]| ≥ n− f then
24: counterp[q]← counterp[q] + 1

leader, so no SUSPECT messages are sent after a certain
time in the execution.

Theorem 3 reveals that Algorithm 2 is also optimal in
this respect: Since the algorithm cannot know whether a
moving-f -source has indeed become an (n − 1)-source
forever, or just mimics this for some finite time, the
leader must always use n − 1 links infinitely often.
Note that this argument is not contradicted by the
communication-optimal algorithm from [5], which uses
only f links infinitely often, since the latter does not
work in S→f∗.

5 Ω IMPLEMENTATION IN S→f∗ WITH EVENTU-
ALLY STABILIZING TIMEOUTS

Algorithms 1 and 2 suffer from ever increasing timeouts.
In this section, we provide an implementation of Ω
where the timeout values eventually stabilize for timely
links. The key idea is to use the counterp[q] variable
as the timeout value for messages from q. This works,
since counterp[q] increases until at least f messages
from a �moving-f -source q are timely with respect to
counterp[q]—exactly what we need for an adaptive time-
out value.

The proof of correctness is similar to the proof of the
simple algorithm in Section 3.

Lemma 13: If p is correct and q is faulty then
counterp[q] is unbounded.
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Proof: If q is faulty then eventually it stops sending
〈ALIVE, p, seq, c〉 messages. Therefore there is a sequence
number s, such that for all s′ ≥ s and every correct
process p′, reportedp′ [q][s′] is never set true in line 12,
and thus p′ sends a 〈SUSPECT, q, p′, s′〉 to all processes
(line 17). Since there are at least n− f correct processes,
it follows that p increments counterp[q], and since there
are infinitely many s′, this happens infinitely often.

Lemma 14: Let σkp denotes the time where p sends
〈ALIVE, p, k, ∗〉 and ρkq be the time where q timeouts this
message, i.e., increments the receiver sequence number
rseqq from k to k+1. If counterq[p] grows without bound
[in fact, becomes larger than Φ], then ∃k′ : ρkq ≥ σkp + δ
for all k ≥ k′.

Proof: Let k0 be the value of the receiver sequence
number rseqq when counterq[p] has just reached (Φ+1)η,
and T = σk0p − ρk0q . Note that T may also be negative.
For all k > k0, σkp ≤ σk0p + (k − k0)Φη, whereas ρkq =
ρk−1
q + counterq[p] ≥ ρk−1

q + (Φ + 1)η and hence ρkq ≥
ρk0q +(k−k0)(Φ+1)η. Hence, σkp−ρkq ≤ σk0p +(k−k0)Φη−
ρk0q − (k − k0)(Φ + 1)η ≤ T − (k − k0)η. Hence, there is
some k′ such that indeed ρkq ≥ σkp + δ for all k ≥ k′ as
asserted.

Lemma 15: If p is a correct �moving-f -source then, for
every process q, counterq[p] is bounded.

Proof: By way of contradiction, assume that
counterq[p] is unbounded. Then there is at least one
process r, where line 23 is true infinitely often for p,
which requires n−f 〈SUSPECT, p, ∗, s〉 for infinitely many
s. Since p is a �moving-f -source, there is a sequence
number s0, so that for every s ≥ s0, there is a set Q(ts) of
at least f processes that receive 〈ALIVE, p, s, c〉 by time δ
after it was sent at time ts. Since p never suspects itself,
there must be at least one process rs ∈ Q(ts) that sends
〈SUSPECT, p, ∗, s〉 in order to reach the n − f quorum,
despite of the fact that 〈ALIVE, p, s, ∗〉 was received
timely at rs, for infinitely many s. Since there are only
finitely many processes in the system, there must be at
least one correct process r that occurs infinitely often
among the processes rs. This process must hence in-
finitely often time out a timely message. However, since
by assumption counterq[p] is unbounded, and q uses
counterq[p] as timeout for messages from q, eventually
the timeout will be larger than any transmission delay
plus the desynchronization of p and q, which is bounded
by Lemma 14.

Now, the Lemmas 2, 6, and 7 also hold for Algo-
rithm 3. Thus, we also have:

Theorem 8: Algorithm 3 implements Ω in system S→f∗

6 SOLVING CONSENSUS IN S→f∗
It is well known, that consensus [16] can be solved in
system with Ω and reliable [9], [10] or fair-lossy [2], [3]
links, if n > 2f .

Corollary 6: For n > 2f , consensus can be solved in
systems Su→f∗ and Sb→f∗ .

7 CONCLUSIONS

We presented a new system model, which we believe
to be the weakest model for implementating Ω and
thus consensus proposed so far: It assumes just a single
process with f outgoing moving eventually timely links;
all other links can be totally asynchronous. Our tight
lower bounds regarding the communication complexity
show, however, that those weak timing assumptions
have a price: For example, rather than using only f
links forever, Ω(nf) links must be used forever in our
moving model. Our results thus reveal an interesting
tradeoff between synchrony assumptions and commu-
nication complexity.
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